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SUPERSYMMETRY ALGEBRAS : EXTENSIONS OF ORTHOGONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
Zbigniew Hasiewicz 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this note is to describe the supersymmetry algebras associated cano-
nically with orthogonal Lie algebras SOC«p (*| being the non-degenerate quadratic 
form of (p,q) signature). 
The above canonical correspondence is achieved by introduction of, an abstract but 
natural, notion of the spinorial extension %0\^ of the orthogonal Lie algebra* 
In order to elucidate the way in which oOj) corresponds to SOCM, let us consider 
quite similar but much more familiar and simpler object associated with SOC«j> 9 
namely it's vectorial extension £C«j). It is defined as Z -graded Lie algebra, such 
that the even subalgebra £t«>C*p does contain SOC*)> and the odd subspace 6o> C*p 
is isomorphic with the module EC"j), of the vector representation of 6©C*J>. Moreo-
ver we assume that g^%> C*j> = [ fccnC*}> , £coC«|> 1 . 
The above conditions are satisfied by the pair of Lie algebras; namely £-C*)> 
( (p,q)~signature of the form *J ) is isomorphic with either &o(p+1,q) or 50(p,q+1). 
The geometrical meaning of such a correspondence is clear (e.g. [4]). The impor-
tant assumption we made in definition of &C*j) was the irreducibility of tcoC*)) 
with respect to SoOj). If we violate it, we can obtain infinite sequence of Lie 
algebras satisfying remaining conditions. 
Moreover, we could then also, permit the elements from EtoC*!*) to satisfy symmet-
ric structural relations (anticommutators instead of commutators) and we would get 
the sequence of Lie superalgebras (e.g. from osp series) satisfying the axioms of 
&C*j) . This is the reason, why we have to remain in power the assumption of irredu-
cibility. 
The spinorial extension oC*|) is defined (see Def. 1.TI) in almost the same way; 
with the vector module EC*j) replaced by the spinorial one $(*)). 
The next modification consists in ( according with the spirit of supersymmetry) 
admitance the odd elements of ocnC*^ to satisfy symmetric structural relations. 
However, it has to be stressed that we do not eliminate the Lie algebras from the 
game. 
It is achieved by assuming that the spinorial extension &C*p is the element of the 
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category of Z -graded 6 -Lie algebras [10]. It is a good point to make a short 
digression in order to fix some notions concerning the above category. 
DEFINITION 1.1 
A Z -graded vector space Jl = ut<.«> ® Jtti> » with bilinear operation 
<£***, » CX(Y> *-* < x , Y > * ub 
preserving the Z -graded structure of it i.e. 
<%&<«;> , iAcj>> c ^ ( U j ) ( m o d 2 ) *' 
is called a Z?-graded 6-Lie algebra if for elements, homogeneous in sense of Z -
grading, following axioms are satisfied 
i ) <x,Y> = ~ feC*iY><Y,X> 
ii)<K l<Y,Z»* «X(Y>,Z> + 4CX.Y><Y,<XtZ» 
where either £ = 1 or €.CX,Y>=<H> d e§* d e g Y. 
The category of Z -graded £-Lie algebras consists of two separate subcategories: 
the category of Z -graded Lie algebras, which corresponds to first choice of the 
function 6 and the category of Lie superalgebras, which corresponds to second cho-
ice of commutation factor. Notice that the values of commutation factors for the 
subclasses in the category of Z„-graded €-Lie algebras differ in sign only for two 
odd elements. Further on, to shorten the notation, the commutation factor will be 
understood as this very sign function which describes the symmetry of the opera-
tion < , > for odd elements. There are two important mappings associated to each 
Z„-graded ft-Lie algebra. 
A first one is the representation of *Aco> Lie algebra on dbci* odd subspace 
-Ac»> d a >-4> H W € End C %£<•*> . (1.1) 
where H(a) is given according to 
u t u > * k »-* HC«OC*Os* <o,,k> €ufcci> 
A second mapping is generated by < i ^ on A, \XA/., x : 
&**&«) » i *—> %C4> t <A(o) , (2,1) 
where e is the universal extension of the following 
Jou>Kdtu* * CK,*') • - * f Ck,*1* :« <k,k'> * &t<» 
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It* will be said the structural homomorphism of -Jt. 
Let us return to the heart of the faatter. Fixing the spinorial extension 
ISO1!)to be an element of the above category, means that the spinorially extended 
orthogonal algebra is not necessarily Lie superalgebra, as it equally well might 
appear that it is Z„-graded Lie algebra - the eventual choice is to be decided by 
the form alone. 
For this last problem to be well posed we are forced to assume Sto C*l> " the odd 
subspace of J5GO - to be irreducible with respect to SoC")> • Otherwisely, as in 
the case of vectorial extension £C*)>, the coupling between the metric structure *f 
and the object TSC*)) describing the associated super symmetries, becomes weak enough 
to admit almost every Z -graded € -Lie algebra. 
In order to avoid such a uncertainity we shall restrict our considerations to the 
algebras describing so called N=1 supersymmetries. 
For the geometrical meaning of spinorial extensions and their connection with or-
dinarily used superextensions to be stated precisely, let us recall at first, so-
me essential properties of Lorenzian and Euclidean Lie groups: S0Cpi3.> with q=1 
or 0 respectively and p>2. Every special orthogonal group SOCp,<]> (rigorously it's 
connected component of unity) defines two series of finite dimensional representa-
tions of it's own Lie algebra - due to biconnectedness of the group manifold. 
These are integrable and non-integrable representations. A representation *t • 
\ SO£p,Q> "* EndCv) is said to be integrable iff there exists a homomorphism T-
- SOCpif) •-• Aut CV), such that the following diagram 
SOCf,^> A End CV> 
Exp \ \ (3.1) 
T 
SOtp.«i>i—> Aut CV> 
does commute. 
Otherwisely the representation t is said to be non-integrable. In the last case 
a r.h.s. exponent of (3.1) provides the representation of SpinCft<J> group (rigoro-
usly it's connected component of unity). Naturally SpiViCftl) is a twofold - hence 
universal (q = 1,0 and p>2) covering of SOCpt)). 
All finite dimensional representations of Spm(*|) group are realized on subspaces 
of the tensor algebra: 
®$c*i> » e (®££c«i>) (4.D 
p*o 
where the tensor product is meant over reals and p(*|) denotes spinor module. Ob-
viously (4.1) contains all finite dimensional 5oC*|) Lie algebra representations. 
The (4.1) decomposes onto two subspaces carrying integrable and non-integrable 
representations of SOC*|> Lie algebra and it is this very direct sum decomposition, 
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which coincides with the one induced by the natural Z -grading of the tensor pro-
duct. In light of the above, our spinorial extensions (when represented on the 
subspaces of (4.1)) are to be interpreted as the algebras of infinitesimal trans-
formations, which map mutually one onto another the objects belonging to integra-
ble and non-integrable representations of a given orthogonal Lie algebra. This 
mixing is achieved since the spinor module {>Gl) (generating whole (4.1)) is inclu-
ded into the structure of extension. The Z„-gradation of &Ol"> is the direct con-
sequence of the same property of (4.1). 
Within the above context there is a possibility of a purely geometrical gene-
ralization of the notion of supersymmetry. The supersymmetry might mean not the 
symmetry between bosons and fermions (these are rather phenomenological notions) 
but the symmetry between the geometric objects (fields) belonging to integrable 
and non-integrable representations of orthogonal Lie algebras. This point of view 
is universal independently of the dimension (p+q) and also makes sense for clas-
sical fields. 
Within the framework of quantum field theory in Minkowski spacetime, due to gene-
rally believed spin-statistics theorem [5], the above is equivalent to usual un-
derstanding of supersymmetry. 
In the case, when the conditions q=1 ,0 and p>2 are violated i.e. when r-*0CPiV has 
fundamental group larger than Z„ (actually infinite) (4.1) does not contain all ir-
reducible representations modules. It means that the algebra SCpijJ) is able to des-
cribe infinitesimal transformations between objects belonging to integrable repre-
sentations of SOCfi^) and objects belonging to rather poor subclass of non-integ-
rable ones - exactly that contained in (4.1). 
II. SPINORIAL EXTENSIONS OF ORTHOGONAL LIE ALGEBRAS - GENERAL PROPERTIES 
Let us now formulate an exact definition of the object we have roughly described 
in introduction. All the properties of the spinorial extension we have mentioned 
and used above are collected within following 
• DEFINITION 1.II. 
A Z2~graded e-Lie algebra (Def. 1.1) ^C*\) c Sco>C*p <B 5cnC*p is called a spinorial 
extension of 6©0H> orthogonal Lie algebra iff the following axioms are satisfied: 
i) There exists a R-linear bijection 
and non-zero homomorphism 
hoC~i> 9 Z . » - * JtC£> * %M»C«|> 
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such that the fo l lowing diagram, with X being the s p i n o r i a l representa t ion and H 
that of (1 .1) 
•Cr : $t«|) I—> {-iCl> 
.-* 
£>o C«i> » Z & .], .1 GL 
\ 
(H«.t)(t): .St,>C*l) H-> &c»Cl> 
does commute 
--> &c.>C-p « <S«>C«|>, !&t,»(1)> 
Axiom i) of the above definition, forcing the existence of immersions Cat and t of 
{SC*)) spinor space and SoCh) orthogonal Lie algebra into &C*)) , establishes the 
equivalence of spinorial representation •£ of SoC*i> Lie algebra with that induced 
by homomorphism H, In other words the condition, the above axiom imposes on $C«p , 
means that the structure of spinorial module is built in the structure of exten-
sion; consequently the extension is essentially spinorial. 
It should be stressed that we do not assume ;Sc«>C*)) to be isomorphic with SOC*t) > 
as it might appear to be inconsistent with the axiom ii). This last axiom exclu-
des, in turn, a trivial extensions with s'ScoCO, ̂ Sc«C*|)^ = 0 and SOC*i) C S(©>C*|). 
Moreover it denotes minimality of SC^) . 
For the form *| being chosen, each of the objects satisfying the conditions of de-
finition 1.II, have odd subspaces isomorphic with spinorial module {-»C«p, therefo-
re they can differ only in the commutation factors and !Sce)C*i) even subalgebras. 
We are going to show firstly that all SC*|) fe-Lie algebras are "almost" simple. 
For that purpose we introduce a universal homomorphism, transporting faithfully 
the representations H (1.1) of -S(#>C*|) on Sci>C*f) onto pO
1)) spinor module: 
ScoC")) d m t-* LCm) c EndR C gC^)) , (1.II) 
where the transformation L(m) is defined according to 
$C"|)*f *-+ LCftOCtf):* C&1°HC<m)oQ»KH') * £(*|> 
Almost immediately from the homomorphism property of L and ii) Def.1.11. one can 
show the following 
LEMMA 1.II. 
Ker L is central abelian ideal in S>C*|) • 
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It is then natural to identify all JSĈ j) fc -Lie algebras which differ .by abelian 
ideal, expecially in light of the following 
LEMMA 2.II. 
The quotient algebra ŜO1)) jker L is simple 
PROOF: 
The representation H of Sw£|Vker 1- °.n £to(*|) module is faithful, which combi-
ned with it's irreducibility (forced by the same property of SO(<H>) and condition 
ii) Def. 1.H., ensures ([6]) simplicity of quotient structure. — 
The above mentioned identification is realized by the following equivalence rela-
tion in the set.£(*) of all spinorial extensions (for n being chosen); 
$t*p JB S'C*p if f S6|)/ker L ~ 5&fc,yker L 
where the r.h.s. isomorphism is understood in stronger sense than general morphism 
of the category of Z -graded fc-Lie algebras; namely it is not allowed to identify 
two objects with different commutation factors. 
The class of simple spinorial extensions is obviously identical to quotient set 
* c - p : = $<>)>/« • 
Arbitrary spinorial extension may be obtained from the simple one by it's central 
extension, whose form is described by the structure of the. simple object and clas-
sified by respective cohomology group. 
It is also clear, that the restriction of our considerations to simple algebras 
has not effect on classification of the commutation factors that the metric lj ad-
mits. 
A necessary condition for spinorial extension with a given commutation factor £ to 
exist is contained in the following 
LEMMA 3. II. 
If there exists the extension !SC«j) with the commutation f actor £ , then on 
the spinor module $>(\> , there exists a non-degenerate, so(«t)-invariant and €-sym-
metric bilinear form . 
PROOF: 
Assume firstly SC*|) to be Lie algebra i.e. £ = 1. Being simple (Lemma 2. II), it 
provides non-degenerate, invariant and symmetric Killing functional K • The form 
§ := K©(Q0*Gu) on fi>C*pX $>(«j) has then all desired properties. 
In the case when !SC*j) is Lie superalgebra i.e. £ -'-1, the simplicity does not 
quarantee existence of non-degenerate Killing functional, as it happens the Kil-
ling form does vanish. To eliminate this possibility for *&(*() we are forced to use 
the classification of simple Lie superalgebras given in [6] and [9], Le us note 
that each !SC*l) is classical in sense of [6], and moreover the representation of 
Ŝc«5»(?)) on 5CJ> C*l) is irreducible. The only superalgebras of this class with vani-
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shing Killing form are DC---|1|a) and *M hV[6], However, the structure of their odd 
modules is inconsistent with axiom i) of definition 1-11. Consequently SC^) provi-
des non-degenerate Killing functional, whose restriction § *« K o C d x Q , ) to the 
product of spinor spaces is antisymmetric and SoC*p-invariant. -
In the course of further considerations we shall prove the statement converse to 
the above; meanwhile we can draw from it the following 
LEMMA 4. II. 
If the signature (p,q) of the form t| does satisfy the equations 
P + q = 2 
(mod 4) 
p - q = 0 } 
then SCfi^) does not exist. 
PROOF: 
The f orm £ constructed in the proof of the above Lemma is SoC*|) -invariant. For the 
signatures satisfying the above equations such a form on spinor module {JC*p does 
not exist (see below-section III). I 
III. CANONICAL EXTENSIONS 
In the proceeding section we obtained general information about the structure of 
spinorial extensions. Before we pass to more detailed discussion and classifica-
tion of UC*l) algebras we shall add one more axiom to the Definition 1.II- This 
axiom restricts the class of admissible extensions to the subclass containing al-
gebras which we call canonical. 
The possibility of formulating such an additional condition originates in the fact 
that we are working in the category of real vector spaces and modules, where the 
Schur's lemma is not valid in general. 
Despite of irreducibility of SO On) on f>C*p it might appear and in fact appears, 
depending on the signature of 1J, that the centralizer PC*\) °f SOC«p in End Cf>C*p) 
is non-trivial i.e.. not isomorphic with (ft (nothing similar can happen for vector 
module EC*l))- This, in turn, means that the associative closure of SOC*)^ Lie al-
gebra in End^C {->(*))) is it's proper subalgebra. 
Fortunately, due to Weddeburn's theorem, we know the above centralizer FO|) is di-
vision ring and the algebra, associatively generated by the representation of 
SOC*l) on pC*)) spinor module is isomorphic with the algebra of square matrices with 
entries from P(*\) . Moreover this algebra is identical with the even subalgebra 
fc<4>C*l) (°r it's simple ideal) of the Clifford algebra fcC*|) corresponding to the 
form t| (e.g. [1] or [7]). 
Hence the spinor module p(*|) is to be identified with the module of irreducible 
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r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of Gc+>C"|> . 
This representation is faithful iff C-CttC*]) algebra is simple i.e. iff the signa-
ture (p,q) of <*j does satisfy the condition p-q ^ 0 (mod4) C8.J . 
Otherwisely i.e. iff p-q=0 (mod4), the kernel of this representation is one from 
the ideals Ctt>C*|) decomposes onto: 
tco<^) * l/2.Cl^3>eC4)C*|> * lfc.Cl-3>ec*>C«|> (1.III) 
where J = 1j(p+q)!e„e_ .. ,e is the central, unimodular basic pseudoscalar and 
1 2 p+q 
Je J|j is «f-orthonormal basis of the generator of t(?J>. 
The Lie algebra SOC*|) is to be identified with the set of bivectors {e e ; a<b 
1^a,bfp+q^ . The kernels of the spinorial representations of SOOj) are non-trivial 
only for (p,q) = (2,2), (4,0), and then they are spanned by either self-dual or 
antiself-dual bivectors according to which one of the ideals (1.III) is the kernel 
of the representation of fcc-*>(*|>. 
To simplify notation by fcc*>C*j) we shall denote the ideal faithfully represented 
on pC*j) i.e. whole even subalgebra or one from ideals of (1,111). 
The spinor module POM) does admit one-sided (say right-sided) linear structure 
over FC«J> . 
It is then natural to introduce the following reduced Lie algebra of endomorphisms 
of }-*C*J> spinor module: 
EndRC#C«|)) 3 EndC^C«|)) := s tc«C"|> © FC«J> , (2. Ill) 
where Ŝ Cu>C*J<) '•« C t l t t C ^ t fccf>C*j)3 i s der ived Lie a lgebra of Cc«4>C*|> . 
We used s£ct> C«j) i n s t e a d of simply C. C*C<|) i n order to avoid the doubl ing of the 
cen t re of fccoC*|> be ing i d e n t i c a l (when (2 . I l l ) i s embodied i n Endj^CpC,|)>) with 
tha t of FC*J> . 
We are now in a position to formulate the following 
DEFINITION 1.III, 
A spinorial extension SC*j) is said to be canonical 
iff L C S c . ^ ) ) ** EndC£C«f» ( is that of 1 .II). 
The subclass $C*j>of canonical extensions contains the objects, which admitting 
the decomposition required in 2.Ill, do "remember" the linear structure of £»C*|) 
over FCH). It is natural to accompany the axioms of definition 1.II by the postu-
late of spinorial extension to be canonical. 
However, there arises the question, whether this sharpening of definition is that 
essential that it reduces the admissible types of commutation factors allowed by 
spinorial extension? We hasten to assure, that the answer is negative (it will be-
come obvious at the end of this section), therefore without loss of generality we 
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can be concerned with only these spinorial extensions, whose even subalgebras have 
canonical structure. 
From the fact that the algebra LC-WO'p) --s contained in the direct sum of two 
ideals, one deduces an analogous decomposition of ,Sc-aCll) Lie algebra 
£c*>C*|> * 5C^> eic*p (3.Ill) 
The ideals 5^P an(* Ĉ«|> will be called geometric and respectively internal sector 
Let us now define the Lie algebra 
£C*j) •* i c fc stcf>0*j) > pco »-cJ (4.in) 
of the elements which are antiselfconjugate with respect to the main antiautomor-
phism B> of £u->C*|) . It is the unique antiautomorphism with such property, that 
(4. Ill) does contain SoC*p. Since, as we assumed, fc-Of>C*p denotes either whole 
even subalgebra or it's proper simple ideal if p-q=0 (mod4), we have to check 
whether such an S©C*|) - invariant antiautomorphism does exist on StcwC*|>. The 
answer is that it exists for all (p,q) signatures, except that satisfying the eq-
uations of Lemma 4.II. [8], 
We shall now proceed to show, that independently of commutation being admissible, 
an arbitrary Z -graded *-Lie algebra oC*|) has the same one geometric sector 5^*)) • 
THEOREM 1.III. 
SJC*|> ~ £C«j) 
PROOF: 
The proof of this theorem will be sketched here. The details are easy to be recon-
structed. 
The idea is to compare the structural mapping of ŜC*|> 
«k£Cl>3* •-* $C«-*(L*1oJloJoCa«€l))C« € C,C*|) (5.Ill) 
( 31 : EndC£C*|*) •-> S tc4>C«|) being the natural projection) with the surjection 
Tfe • ®jj, pC*\> 1-frXG*)) , naturally associated with the form ̂  described in Lemma 
3,11. 
Let {,Rij be the set of endomorphisms describing the right multiplications by ima-
ginary units of E"C«|) division ring i.e. satisfying the structural relations 
Gi&i * - &Cj * fctJKR,K (6.Ill) 
( 7 . I I I ) 
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We can now def ine F(«i) - va lued form 
£c*)> < £c«|) B c+,V> •-* ec*.V> * %c+t+'>+zJ |c+,RlV>ftC * w«|> 
where \T is that of Lemma 3. II. 
Define the mapping: 
fcR&V****^**^*^'*2*^^^ (8. Ill) 
where an endomorphism 2%Of,if) is given according to: 
gc*p *y i-> *ecf,<ff>c+>:* 6C<f'v<t><f ft^c*)) (9.111) 
Let X- ^R^OO--* &» fJC«|> D e t n e transposition of tensors and let JTfc:c l/lCtol-^T) 
denotes the projection onto the subspace of € -skew symmetric tensors. 
Then the mapping 
&K$C*\)*k l-» V$C*):rCC>t- SCoK)ojre)C«:) feXO^) (10.Ill) 
where Sfc: £o4>OM> H> Afet<o0*|) denotes the projection of tc4>6*|> onto i t ' s centre, 
is surjective. 
The proof of this statement consists of two steps, 
i) one has to check that K C®^?>C*,>) r Et4»C*|) . 
This follows from non-degeneracy of (7.Ill), which in turn implies the irreducibi-
lity on fiOOof the image of gF^fSCO underX.. Direct calculation shows that the en-
domorphisms (8.Ill) commute with that of (6.III). Consequently we have required 
identity. 
ii) One has to show that f̂ o>t-e €>C.©T . 
The r.h.s. of the above identity is the expression for the mapping (8.Ill) conjuga-
ted with respect fe (hence also©). Since this form is SoO*|>-invariant, the conjuga-
tion generated by it, has to be equal to |& as it is the unique one with respect to 
which the elements of SoOh> are skew-symmetric. 
In light of the above (10.Ill) describes exactly the mapping >t composed with the 
projection onto cC0*p . Note that (5.Ill) as well as (8.Ill) are homomorphisms of 
respective representations of (jjOO and £»0O Lie algebras; namely that differentia-
ting the tensor product: dcC^f*^ * c*<t*+*+®c+> and adjoint one. Moreover, 
SC*p C JLC*|) 9 which follows from S C O -invariance of (7.III). The above together 
with SOC"|> C.SC*p implies simplicity of &C*|) . 
The space ^R^fa) can be decomposed onto the following direct sums: 
coker"\í 0 ker"VL = ̂ R t ^ ) =». coker$ © ker $ 
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and it is obvious that coker$A coker"Vj ̂  i°}. Since all subspaces of the above 
decompositions are »SC*|^ -invariant, their intersections have the same property. 
The simplicity of SC*() yields it's transitivity on cokerfi. This in turn gives 
coker $ c. coker"M*j. Let now "Vj denotes it*s restriction to coker"V*. Then the map-
ping $°"V* '• «£C«^ *"* 5C*)) provides the surjective homomorphism of adjoint represen-
tation of -COO Lie algebra. 
The simplicity of X 0 O forces it to be an isomorphism and moreover 5̂ --oC"V» for so-
me de^fet+)t*|). , 
We have proven more than SOO** JLtO > namely we are able to identify the structu-
ral homomorphism $ °f ̂ Sfe*l) with that given in (10. III). Note also that the coeffi-
cient oLC^feotfC*)) - the mappings $ and ifL differ in, is always real if FC*)):££ . 
If the case of FC*|)* C , it can be complex iff the mappings $ andlfl are analytic 
i.e. the algebra XC"|) is the complex ore. 
In virtue of the above theorem (possibly after appropriate rescaling) we shall con-
sider $ t o D e equal Tj£. Note that the mapping "^1 (if) depends on the commutation 
factor of 5(*l) ; namely via the symmetry of the form fcsRc&. 
In order to determine the structure of the whole !5(o>C*j) Lie algebra, we have to 
construct the surjective mapping V \ ^ 5 f c : ®fc£C^^QC'OfctC*|> . 
Hence the following 
LEMMA l.III 
i $ * - e^ojre + SCO*.*-** 
where © denotes universal extension of £ onto &ft$-CO , and Jl£ is e—skew-symmet-
rization. 
PROOF: 
Follows immediately from the generalized Jacobi identity (Def.l.I i)) rewritten in 
terms of "H^fc^J • 
We are now in a position to perform the classification of all canonical spinorial 
extensions S C O with respect to the signature (p,q) of the form*!. 
We have shown, that to arbitrary & -Lie algebra XC*H) there corresponds X0h)-inva-
riant and FC?|)-valued form (7.Ill) on pfy) . This form is moreover 6-symmetric with 
respect to the certain antiautomorphism of FC*p . For 3 : FC*f)-"* F C*p defined ac-
cording to ©G*°»') •©C*r)"3C«0 , ate FC*p one can prove "3©8 *€©«T (T-transposi-
tion). It is easy to note, that the converse is also true. To arbitrary form with 
the above properties there corresponds, as described in the proof of Theorem l.III, 
a surjective homomorphism "V% onto XC*p Lie algebra. This very mapping after comp-
letion by J-* (Lemma l.III) yields the structural homomorphism of some gradedfc-Lie 
algebra from canonical class $C*|) • 
Since the structure of XC*|) l-ie algebras is known [8] (to use it, one has to note 
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that €t4>C<llp)'*'CcttCPî ) ~ tc*>Cp!i-l) and that the image of f> under the last iso- . 
morphism equals to f&-* of [ 8 ] ) , it is easy to classify all X(*-j*> -invariant forms 
on p O O and their symmetries with respect to all antiautomorphisms of FCO divi-
sion ring. It enables us to determine all admissible commutation factors and in-
ternal sectors- t(*p . 
AllJLGO Lie algebras [8] can be divided anto four basic classes. 
1° Analytic series 
«cc«p~ spc-, F > , Sot')F^ j F - M 
The forms corresponding to these Lie algebras are respectively either antisymmet-
ric or symmetric and analytic in complex case. Hence 6 * -1 for SPC')F} and 6 = 1 
for SOC* ) F ) . Obviously ̂ j E O independently of 6. 
2° Complex unitary series 
iCoj*) ~ s u e * , c ) 
The form invariant with respect to this Lie algebra is either hermitean or anti-
hermitean. In this case the following lemma is true. 
LEMMA 2.III. 
^ c -(-T+eVf 1 ^ 6 ® , hence Cc*j>-=i,lR 
«T s dimR $JC«>p . 
PROOF: 
If St»X«3tf 0 , then there exists t e fct4*C*)>, such that (£Cl)*-w and I * • -1 
(the case i » 1 is excluded in Lemma 4.II) . This element defines complex structu-
re in CcH> 0*0 • Standard manipulation gives t~*C£«K,°Jle r "—6/V* *Do*%0® and 
3° Quaternionic unitary series 
XC*p ~ U(')IH) ~ SpCO 
i ) The form invariant with respect to the above Lie algebra is symmetric with res-
pect to the main quaternionic conjugation "^" : 
Ifir*)* r ©*©T » which corresponds to 6 = 1. Then we have -$* =-G**JTQ t*3w6*» con-
sequently lC*p*'SpC4) . 
ii) Rescaling of the above form t* * S «c ; -•lsot*€ IH > we obtain the form which 
is antisymmetric with respect to ̂ Gf) being the composition of ifr with the inner 
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automorphism 6L C# >oC of H : 
C©*> * -Q9*T ; this corresponds to fe = -1 and -Jj s -S^ojf^s-dlRc©*, con-
sequently tC*))»ocR~oC---> • 
4° Quaternionic antiunitary series 
oCC*p ~<*uC- i W> ~ so*C- ) 
The forms invariant with respect to this algebra are either 
i) antisymmetric with respect to "*>" : 
CG*> * - € P o T , hence e = -1 and ij-t-JniS®, consequently i.C*p ~ SpCl> 
or 
ii) symmetric with respect to AC*) ( c f , 3 ° ) : 
09*> »0 #oT, This implies € = 1 and $>£ *-«lRt.G*, consequently l̂ Ĉ p ~ 00-> . 
The above considerations lead us to the following 
THEOREM 2.Ill 
The content of £C*)) canonical classes is described in Table 1.I1T. 
PROOF: 
Follows directly from classification of «CC-|) Lie algebras [8] and the above consi-
derations. . 
p - a cьnoвis) 
| Ч « o 1 o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 
SoClt+4,4) o soCt+4,t> SoC2t+4',c) so*C2t+l) *oat+4;c> 
- •* «<uuCtM) — 
SOUUI.JO k 1 SoCtł4;C) S o * a t ł l ) SO*C2C+2) šoCC+4,t) 
- - « u u U 11) w u u C t l l ) 
tuCU+4) •+> 2 SüCt+4,t) - SuCt+4,t> 





SpCt+4) 5 SpC«4+49^> t p c f c и . f c ) 





4UUCllt> ospCчlu;я) OSpClUtiO +ooCU*лW ospClUt;c) 
spcнo 4 
5 
*ptti*«,<4> S P C V X + < I W 
4UUCІU) ospC4Ue;R) <uuC4lti,Vi> «uuC*lVь,Vfc> ospC4iгe;ia 
s u ü t н ) +* 
G 
- suCeмit) - suCt+i,t) 
SuCШO s u c t Д l l ) - s u C t , t l l ) 
SoCu*t;*V \ S o c t M U ) s c f a t + Ю S o * a t + D SoCt+4,t> 
- - к o u C t l l ) -<iҝiCtiO 
TABLE 1 . I I I . 2 t * 2> ; ш CCp+^-lViЛ 
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In the Table 1.III we have described all canonical spinorial extensions of St>c«0 
Lie algebras, that signatures (p,q) of the forms <*i do admit. One readily sees 
that there exists the sequence of signatures favouring one type of commutation 
factor and consequently admitting as an extension either only Lie algebra or only 
Lie superalgebra. It always holds for S©C*p Lie algebras whose spinorial modules 
are essentially real and for these orthogonal Lie algebras whose spinorial modules 
are complex but their unique SOC"|)-invariant forms are analytic. In all other ca-
ses the form *i does admit Lie algebraic and Lie superalgebraic spinorial exten-
sion. It is remarkable, that this takes place only for these SoCp-orthogonal Lie 
algebras, whose extensions have non-zero tC^p internal sectors i.e. spinors are 
charged. 
We are under an obligation to comment shortly the cases when the signature (p,q) 
does satisfy the system of equations of Lemma 4.II. i.e. does not admit any exten-
sion in sense of Definition 1.II. In order to obtain the non-trivial Z„-graded ex-
tension in these cases one is forced to double the odd subspace StrtC*!̂  , so that 
it becomes isomorphic to the direct sum of two irreducible spinor modules. The si-
mple extending structures are then special linear Lie algebras or Lie superalgeb-
ras, both admissible by any signature under consideration. 
There are two orthogonal Lie algebras distinguished by their non-simplicity i.e. 
their irreducible spinor modules yield non-faithful representations. Consequently 
the Definition 1.II describes forSO(4,0) and SO(2.2) the extensions of their sim-
ple ideals SO(3,0) andSO(2,1) respectively. The extensions containing faithful 
representations of these semisimple Lie algebras are to be achieved by forming 
formal direct sums of respective extensions of ideals. This very construction yie-
lding semisimple Z„-graded€ -Lie algebras is compatible with non-simple structure 
of So(4,0) and So(2,2). 
IV. THE STRUCTURAL RELATIONS 
Let us now describe the structural relations of canonical spinorial extensions in 
terms of basis elements {e , := 1/2 e Ae. , e = 1/k! e A e A ...e ; 
ab a b' a.a0...a. a . a0 a. 1 2 k 1 2 k 
14a,b,a ,.. ,,a ̂ p+q; 2<k=2 (mod4)} of JCC^) Lie algebra and FC^) division ring. We 
have to decompose the (anti)commutator ^QC+^|€IC4')^ of two spinors in terms of the 
preimages 
iHab • ir1te*o 
(1. IV ) 
• A,-.*.o-K
 s L C&a-f-••*-*) 
of the basis elements of £C*p under homomorphism (1.II) and preimages 
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G^L-'CRs) ; s = 0 or;<s*3 (2.iv) 
of complex or quaternionic imaginary units. 
We need the following ([3]) : 
LEMMA 1.IV 
^,V*£c*|) ^ <• * dimR^cV and "̂ i i s that of ( 1 0 - I I : [ ) ' 
PROOF 
The equality follows directly from "H"I *" = -I/-Tfc«r C€«^..aKVfe} . . 
Let us choose {/tt̂ V - an arbitrary basis of pG»|) spinor module and take the stan-
dard notation 
r j j = Ree CuA f e^ti*) 
PAV'"** RceCo^.e^^Uft) 
(3 . IV) 
• * Afc * R c 0 tUA> ftSuB) 
CAb * ReeOuA| itB) 
for the coefficients of decomposition of "V* and £» mappings in canonical bases of 
etC*)) and F0»j) algebras. 
For the b a s i s e lements (Oft* &(*<*); 1*aiSr} of %u>(*|) , co r re spond ing to 1*4*17*, one 
can write the following structural relations 
< a A, «u> «: - e/ar r£ ot^ - €/<- rA^-
 ftHr,h...^+ (4. m 
+ (internal sector). 
The internal sectors are given as follows 
0 ; p+q = 2, p+q =- 0 (mod4) 
0 ; p-q = 0,1,7 (mod8) p+q arbitrary 
- ( ^ « / r X ^ 0 ; p+q - p-q - 2 (mod4) 
. f 5 P+q = P-Cl = 3,4,5 (mod8) £ =1 
- ^ A & G * \ . p + q = o,1,7; p-q = 3,4,5 (mod8) * — 1 
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-CA**
sGfc | 
; p+q = p-q = 3 , 4 , 5 (mod8) £ = -1 
p+q = 0 , 1 , 7 , p-q = 3,4,5(mod8) 6 = 1 
The last expression of the above is written according to the convention used in 
considerations preluding to Theorem 2.III. 
The commutators of even elements of ̂ SCO Lie algebras with these from ScuCO have 
the form: 
< L'V> , Q A > - a 6, C
S
A c €.£(«,> 
(5 . IV) 
< l/C*•>, QA> = QB £
B
A *" £ fc FCV 
and are simply given by matrix representations of respective Clifford algebras. 
The structural relations of basis elements (1.IV) are obviously that of JCCO and 
rov>. 
The considerations of this paper give the full classification of spinorial exten-
sions of orthogonal Lie algebras and provide the possibility to describe the su-
persymmetry algebras used in supergravity theories. We present them elsewhere. 
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